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The Erotic Gaze in the NFL Draft
Thomas P. Oates

The National Football League (NFL) draft is an annual meeting where professional

teams claim contract rights to college players. It has recently become a major media

event, previewed extensively by scores of magazines, newspapers, and websites, and

televised in its seventeen-hour entirety by ESPN. A critical reading of these discourses

finds frequent expressions of desire for the bodies of draft prospects. The paper situates

this homoerotic commentary in the historical context of American white supremacy in

order to explain why the mostly black prospects are available for this kind of perusal and

assessment, especially given the taboos against homosexual desire that suffuse the culture

of elite football; while explaining how such practices affirm inter-male dominance based

on a hierarchy of race by deploying the patriarchal strategies of the male gaze.

Keywords: Race; Masculinity; Power; Sports; Football (NFL)

ESPN host Chris Berman calls this year’s draft a ‘‘sexy’’ draft and insists it*as
always*sells itself based on the drama that it is.1

*Lisa Magenheimer, Tampa Tribune

Those who are not judged beautiful are not beautiful. Those who are, are given the
prize. The prize is to be owned by a judge*that is to say to be available for him.2

*John Berger

Every January, dozens of the most promising seniors in college football parade into

a ballroom in Mobile, Alabama, stripped to their shorts. Before the annual Senior

Bowl, these players are individually weighed and measured on stage before National

Football League (NFL) scouts and media representatives. This episode marks the

beginning of an especially intense period of inspection for NFL prospects. The annual

cycle concludes with the NFL draft each April, where teams in turn claim contract

rights to amateur players. The strange ritual of scrutiny these players experience on

stage at the Senior Bowl weigh-in is not an anomaly. Measurements, intense physicals,

and other fact-finding missions are repeated scores of times over the next four
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months leading up to the NFL draft. These measurements will be used to calculate the

prospects’ bodily potential in order to convert the bodies of prospects into

commodities. They also circulate widely in numerous print and web-based guides

produced for the general public, as well as in ESPN’s comprehensive coverage of the

draft each April. Players are assessed according to strict criteria for proper bodily,

intellectual, and attitudinal qualities, assigned numerical ‘‘grades’’ that rank them

against one another, and become topics for endless debate about their relative value.

But the repeated tours of the human form represent another strategy*one that is

grounded not just in economics, but in desire.

This paper considers the process of the NFL draft as an erotic problem, as a

cultural site where the admiration of male bodies by men can circulate with

remarkable openness. This openness not only satisfies desires that are in most other

arenas strictly policed by taboos, but serves to affirm inter-male dominance based on

a hierarchy of race by referencing a gender hierarchy. Draftees are positioned as the

objects of the erotic gaze, which allows for the pursuit of long-sublimated desires

while offering the prospects a disempowered role traditionally occupied by women.3

It may seem odd to find expressions of desire in the scouting process.

Measurements of height, weight, speed, and strength dominate discussion, and an

approach of cold calculation suffuses the tone of the analyses. In the process of

searching for useful information about prospects’ bodies, it would seem that the

assessment of purely aesthetic features of a prospect’s physicality would be rare. But

in fact, frankly erotic ruminations on bodily beauty (or its absence) are common-

place. Why are the bodies of prospects available for this kind of perusal and

assessment, especially given the taboos against homosexual desire that suffuse the

culture of elite football?

To provide answers to that question, I engage a method of critical readings

suggested by Kellner, who argues that ‘‘the representation of popular cultural texts

constitutes the political image through which individuals view the world and

interpret political processes, events, and personalities.’’4 This approach views ideology

as ‘‘part of a system of domination which serves to further oppression by legitimating

forces and institutions that repress and oppress people,’’ while recognizing that ‘‘there

is no one unified and stable ideology,’’ thus requiring the mobilization of political

groups.5 It views cultural criticism to be an intrinsically political act, no different in

that respect than any other attempt to create and distribute knowledge. This kind of

reading proceeds from a recognition that contemporary power arrangements project

particular race, gender, class, and sexuality identities as the center, the norm in

relation to which all other identities must be understood. In the contemporary

United States, white, middle-class, heterosexual, and male are the default settings.

Any analyses of power, therefore, must confront and contest the invisibility of

whiteness and class relations, the universality of male experiences, and the

unnaturalness of homosexual desire.

More directly, I perform this reading of the mediated draft employing the ‘‘reading

sport’’ approach advocated by Birrell and McDonald. Such an approach views power
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relations as central to the construction of texts and considers different axes of power

as intersecting. Birrell and McDonald advocate

focusing on a particular incident or celebrity as the site for exploring the complex,
interrelated, and fluid character of power relations as they are constituted along the
axes of ability, class, gender, and nationality. Each cultural incident offers a unique
site for understanding specific articulations of power. The importance of using
particular sites is precisely their particularity. Because power operates differently in
different places and times, we should avoid the reductive tendencies of arguments
over primacy: We cannot settle once and for all which relation of power is always
and everywhere most important. What we can say is that at this historical moment,
in this particular place, these discourses on race, sexuality, age, ability, and
nationality are produced around this particular incident.6

Birrell and McDonald argue for an understanding of incidents or celebrities as texts,

that is, as sites for the production of meanings. They understand the researcher as a

producer of meanings as well, and advocate the production of counter-narratives that

challenge mainstream interpretations. Reading sport is ‘‘a critical, analytical strategy,’’

they say, that seeks to ‘‘connect seemingly discrete events, incidents and events that

are generated within the world of sport, to the larger social world.’’7 The authors use

an integrated understanding of power: ‘‘Public discourse is limited by models that

treat ageism, sexism, racism, classism, and heterosexism as independent forces

aligned against one another rather than as potent interacting forces in our culture.’’8

This reading will highlight homoerotic elements of draft coverage. It is important to

draw attention to the illicit sexual subtext of commodified football, not for the sake of

amusement, but because, as Celine Parrenas Shimizu puts it, ‘‘To pay attention to the

meanings of sexuality as such, is to confront the general tendency to fear and flee

from complications netted by illicit sexuality that continues in racial discourses of

representation today.’’9 The reading sport strategy employed here follows Lauren

Berlant’s call for accounts which

would register how intensively sexual White Americans’ relations have been to
African American people, as well as to other people of color . . . [and] would show
how vital the existence of official sexual underclasses has been to national symbolic
and political coherence.10

By doing so, I hope to expose contradictions that can open spaces for resistance to the

strategies of white supremacy implicit in contemporary mediated sports discourses.

What follows is an investigation of how subject positions are constructed by the

media texts of the NFL draft produced between 2000 and 2006. This approach is not a

claim that audience members lack independent agency to make meanings other than

those endorsed by the production; rather, it is an attempt to understand those

endorsements and the preferred meanings they suggest. I am concerned here with the

intersection of desire, power, and looking practices, exploring the various ways in

which the practices and discourses that surround the draft legitimate and mobilize a

particular way of looking. That way of seeing is not always mobilized around images.

This is not unique to the draft. Looking is often linguistic as well as visual. Virtual

tours of the human form come via the printed word as well as by way of the camera
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or the canvas. While images are plentiful in mediated coverage of the draft, readers

and viewers are more often encouraged to experience the bodies of draftees through

the written and spoken descriptions of those bodies. As will be evident below, these

linguistic devices are remarkably descriptive of the male athletic body and authorize a

particular way of viewing potential draftees.

This paper now moves to an exploration of the discourses of the NFL draft and the

larger culture of elite football of which they are a part, before discussing the historical

forces that shape them, and how and why they sanction a particular institutionalized

way of examining the public bodies of NFL prospects. Before doing so, however, it

returns to the scene that opened the paper to consider the precise nature of the

inspection characterizing the NFL draft process.

Race and Homoeroticism in the NFL Draft

At the Senior Bowl, a showcase for the best college senior players held in January each

year in Mobile, Alabama, prospects find themselves on display for nearly a week in

sometimes startlingly invasive ways. The first major event of the week is the weigh-in,

which hundreds of NFL scouts, general managers, and coaches, together with

members of the media, cram into a hotel ballroom to observe. NFL personnel are

given a sheet that lists each player’s arm and hand measurements, together with

blanks for height and weight. The players are told to strip to their shorts and line up.

As the audience looks on in studious silence, each player is introduced. Upon hearing

his name called, the player takes the stage and poses for the audience for a few

moments before his height and weight are measured and announced.

The strange ritual is one that some of the players find unsettling. ‘‘It was weird

man, like a meat market,’’ said running back Travis Stephens.11 In a 1989 Sports

Illustrated story on the ‘‘ritual dubbed the meat market,’’ quarterback Mike Elkins

confesses that ‘‘I felt like a prize bull at a county fair.’’12 Author Jill Lieber notes that

‘‘Derek Hill, a wide receiver from Arizona, is visibly uncomfortable. Had he known he

was going to be caught with his pants down, he might not have worn those wild

leopard-skin bikinis’’ (until recently, prospects were made to wear only their

underwear).13 Those doing the inspection predictably frame the invasiveness of the

event as simply a good business practice. As an NFL general manager explains: ‘‘It’s a

livestock show, and it’s dehumanizing, but it’s necessary . . . If we’re going to pay a kid

a lot of money to play football, we have a right to find out as much as we can. If we’re

going to buy ’em, we ought to see what we’re buying.’’14

But while the draft is an especially concentrated and intense period in which

players are inspected, for draftees, it is only an introduction to a career-long

experience of stripping for mostly white audiences in public and private. Every week,

scores of NFL players are required to submit to random drug testing where they must

strip nude before league-appointed doctors and urinate in their presence. The press is

routinely allowed into team locker rooms while team players are changing and

showering. The sexual subtext of this arrangement was made clear when Boston Globe
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reporter Lisa Olsen was allowed in as well, and was promptly subjected to overt sexual

harassment.

In addition to such routines, extensive media-facilitated public display of the

athletic body, presented as entertainment, has become a staple of sports media

coverage. The media that cover the league frequently find excuses to profile the bodies

of players, exposing them for the pleasures of their mostly male readership. These

occasions for stripping NFL athletes for public view have increased in recent years.

This move towards a more public celebration and inspection of the male form as

entertainment corresponds with a so-called ‘‘disappearance’’ of whites from elite

leagues like the NFL. While the league was not long ago dominated by white men,

recent shifts mean that roughly two-thirds of NFL players are now black. African

Americans are now even well represented at quarterback, a position which until

recently was the near exclusive preserve of whites.15 The visibility of blacks in the

draft is even more prominent. More than three-fourths of first-round picks from

2000�2006 were African American.

Usually, these strange demographics pass without comment. Popular theories of

why blacks are so over-represented continue to emphasize racialized theories of

biological difference, such as those offered in Jon Entine’s recent book Taboo: Why

Black Athletes Dominate Sports and Why We’re Afraid to Talk About It . Public

discussion of such discrepancies is, however, as Entine’s title suggests (while

overstating the case), often considered rude. Nevertheless, recent years have seen

mainstream writers broach the topic to express a palpable uneasiness about the

supposed ‘‘disappearance of the white athlete.’’ A 1997 Sports Illustrated cover story

that asked ‘‘Whatever Happened to the White Athlete?’’ announced with a palpable

sense of alarm that ‘‘Whites have in some respects become sports’ second-class

citizens’’ in the face of the presumed domination of blacks. This new development

had even led to the development of an athletic inferiority complex for whites: ‘‘White

athletes are frequently the ones now tagged by the stereotypes of skin color. The twist:

whites themselves are doing much of the tagging.’’ As evidence of the widespread

belief in white athletic inferiority, Sports Illustrated offered the results of an

unscientific survey that suggested ‘‘cracks’’ in ‘‘the self confidence among young

White males’’: 34 percent of whites surveyed agreed with the statement ‘‘African

American players have become so dominant in sports like football and basketball that

many White athletes feel they cannot compete at the same level.’’16 This rare

acknowledgement of masculinity’s assumed centrality suggests part of what is at

stake. Black athletic dominance is a threat to white masculinity, which for decades

asserted itself through sport. The humiliation of ceding the symbolic resource of

white athletic supremacy is keenly felt by many white men. Rick Reilly, also writing

for Sports Illustrated , would later angrily express humiliation about assumptions of

white athletic inferiority:

Look how White I am. Am I lame or what? Can’t jump. Can’t dance. Can’t run.
Can’t dress. Can’t hang. It’s OK. I know I’m a pathetic White Guy. I’m at peace with
it. In fact I laugh about it all the time. I have to. Black athletes today love to make
fun of us White Guys.17
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Joan Ryan of the San Francisco Chronicle , responding to such outbursts, writes that

‘‘you can hear the pain when white guys call the sports talk shows, feeling wounded

about such episodes as Mike Tyson’s press conference last month’’ (Tyson had

threatened a reporter, calling him a ‘‘little white bitch’’).18

It is at this same moment that the draft has become a remarkably popular event.

The 2006 NFL draft was covered by more than one hundred websites and at least ten

published guides, and dominated sports page headlines across the United States.

ESPN, in addition to its comprehensive seventeen-hour live coverage of the draft,

extensively documents each potential pick on a section of its website devoted to the

draft. The draft regularly coincides with the NBA and NHL playoffs, as well as with

televised weekend baseball games. Yet, ESPN’s rating for the draft continue to grow,

peaking with the 2006 draft, which received an impressive 4.7 Nielsen rating, easily

outdrawing the rest of that weekend’s sports-related content. The 1999 draft drew a

significantly larger audience than Wayne Gretzky’s much-hyped final professional

game, which aired on the same day.19 This large audience and the growing number of

publications devoted to the draft suggest that a great number of American sports fans

have more than a passing interest in the draft.

The draft’s recent success may be read as a recently formulated strategy to position

the audience as imaginary potential owners of these players. In any case, it would be

hard to refute that the draft is promoted as a kind of orgy of consumption and

capitalism. As The Sporting News ’ Brian Baldinger reports, what is exciting about the

draft is watching ‘‘all the teams gather around the tree on draft morning and unwrap

their presents.’’20 The Christian Science Monitor calls the draft ‘‘a fascinating process’’

where the skills of ‘‘a Wall Street investor like Peter Lynch’’ are at a premium.21 ESPN:

The Magazine ’s April, 2000 issue makes the relationship between the draft and the

more conventional commodity market plain. ‘‘[T]hese times love the NFL Draft,’’

writes Luke Cyphers for ESPN: The Magazine .

Makes sense. These times love investing and speculating in markets*and sports of
course*and what is the Draft but a microcosm of all that? . . . Risk it all on one

play(er) or trade down and hedge by drafting volume. . . . Folks at E-Trade have

nothing on the Draft Day traders in the league front office.22

In addition to these rather straightforward attempts to commodify the mostly

black bodies of prospects, the draft further domesticates blacks by positioning them

as objects of the desiring gaze. In doing so, this way of seeing places black men in

positions usually occupied by women*under the control of white men. Consider

the examples provided below. All are comments on African American prospects and

are drawn from material constituting the annual media blitz that surrounds the draft.

Note that these analyses focus on cosmetic features of the athletes. None assess the

usefulness of a player’s corporeality. Large hands, which are useful for catching the

ball, are not the focus here; nor are sturdy legs that make a player difficult to tackle;

nor height, nor weight, nor upper-body strength, all of which can be practical assets

in a number of ways. Given the extensive testing and analysis each player goes

through in the draft process (recorded weightlifting accomplishments, a scientific
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analysis of musculature, and extensive physicals), one might suspect that considera-

tions of appearance would be rare and infrequent in published analyses, but they are

not. Aesthetic considerations of the male form are commonplace in the draft. This

suggests that there is more in play here than the professed goal of identifying

potential productivity. Similar comments about white players are occasional* Justin

Smith is ‘‘a workout warrior who can play football’’23*but are much rarer, in part

because so many of the prospects are black (and perhaps due to the widespread belief

that such discrepancies are due to natural genetic advantages), and partly because

assessments of white prospects beyond their athletic abilities are much more likely to

be described in terms of ‘‘work ethic,’’ ‘‘intelligence,’’ or ‘‘leadership’’ (or all three).

Black prospects, by contrast, find their bodies’ attractiveness the subject of frequent

evaluation. Some are found to be satisfying. ESPN’s Mel Kiper describes Tuskegee’s

Roosevelt Williams’ body as ‘‘rock solid,’’ and Michigan State running back T. J.

Duckett as ‘‘a tremendous physical specimen.’’24 At 250 lbs, ‘‘he carries just six percent

body fat, leaving the rest of him solid as a rock.’’25 USA Today readers learn that

Abdul Hodge ‘‘has a muscular upper body with a tight waist,’’ while visitors to

ESPN.com’s draft analysis are advised of the ‘‘well built and developed body’’ of one

prospect and the ‘‘great muscular definition’’ of another.26 Black players are

frequently described as statuesque, praised for their ‘‘chiseled frame,’’ some of which

resembles ‘‘Adonis,’’ or ‘‘a Roman god.’’27 Rutgers linebacker Wes Robertson has ‘‘a

great body’’ (so much so that he ‘‘looks like he was weaned on a Cybex weight

machine’’).28 Jeremy Allen is quite a looker according to ESPN.com’s Joel

Buchsbaum: ‘‘Great body. Passes the eyeball test the minute he walks into the

room,’’ his commentary notes, even though it is admitted in the same analysis that

Allen lacks functional strength on the field.29 Other prospects are greeted with less

pleasure. ESPN.com readers learn that Texas alum Mike Williams has ‘‘a coating of

baby fat and . . . doesn’t have the muscular definition of a weightlifter’’ and that

North Carolina’s Alge Crumpler ‘‘looks almost a little flabby at times.’’30

Such ruminations of the male form are not, of course, new to elite sport, or to

football. At least since Ancient Greece, the athletic body has been celebrated as an

erotic topic. The Greeks are, of course, famous for figuring men, and especially

athletes, in openly erotic ways. Even the comparative prudes of England and the

United States in the mid-nineteenth century found occasions through sport to strip

men and make them the object of open admiration by other men. In 1842, The Spirit

of the Times , a United States sports publication, issued this report of a boxing weigh-

in:

If [Chris] Lilly’s appearance was fine, [Tom] McCoy’s was beautiful. His skin had a

warmer glow than the former’s; his form was more elegantly proportioned, and his

air and style were more graceful and manlike. His swelling breast curved out like a

cuirass: his shoulders were deep, with a bold, curved blade, and the muscular

development of the arm large and finely brought out.31

Although desire for contemporary male sports figures is usually expressed less

ornately, it is nonetheless detectable. The homoerotic subtext of American football,
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while usually ignored or dismissed by the sporting media and the majority of fans,

nevertheless receives occasional wink in contemporary popular culture. On an

episode of the sitcom The Simpsons , for instance, young Lisa Simpson comes across

an indexed entry for ‘‘football, homoeroticism in’’ in her library’s card catalogue. Lisa

breezes past the entry, but had she investigated it further, she likely would have found

a fairly large literature on the topic.

In spite of intense manifestations of homophobia (or perhaps one explanation for

them), football sanctions kinds of behavior between men that, in other spaces, would

likely be coded as erotic. Football players routinely touch and caress the bodies of

their teammates. The protective gear enlarges the appearance of shoulders and thighs,

thus accentuating the already hyper-developed bodies of the players. Dundes observes

that offensive linemen even ‘‘assume the position’’ before their backfield. Citing this

and several other examples, Dundes concludes that ‘‘it is highly likely that the ritual

aspect of football, providing as it does a socially sanctioned framework for male

bodily contact . . . is a form of homosexual behavior.’’32 Of course, football and other

sporting practices like it ‘‘all proceed under the assumption that no one involved is

aware of the erotic potential of these phenomena, that everyone is heterosexual.’’33

Nevertheless, Pronger argues that the very structure of ‘‘territorial games’’ such as

football invokes a violent rape aesthetic in which teams are idealized as ritual

phalluses attempting penetration of an opponent’s ‘‘territorial anus.’’34

Football is riddled with references that liken the game to aggressive sex, as former

player David Kopay remembers: ‘‘We were told to go out and ‘fuck those guys’; to

take that ball and ‘stick it up their asses’ or ‘down their throats.’ The coaches would

yell ‘knock their dicks off.’’’35 Nick Trujillo notes a music video screened as part of

ABC’s ‘‘Monday Night Football,’’ which followed the workout routines of two players,

set to rap duo Salt ‘N Pepa’s ‘‘Whatta Man.’’36 Mariah Burton Nelson calls football ‘‘a

male love affair with the male gender,’’ noting that, ‘‘for fifty-one weeks each year,

readers of Sports Illustrated enthusiastically examine photographs of scantily clad,

muscular men. Television watchers do the same: admire attractive images of male

beauties.’’37 Although these fans do not generally concede this erotic subtext,

‘‘voyeurism is voyeurism, acknowledged or not.’’38

Safely presented as humor, the subtext of homoerotic desire is occasionally

acknowledged in coverage of the NFL draft. The jokes below demonstrate the tension

between the erotics of homosociality and the requisite homophobia that mark the

environment of professional football. The combine, a pre-draft workout held in

Indianapolis’ RCA Dome each February, is described by NFL.com’s Christine Stewart

as ‘‘the NFL’s version of a beauty pageant.’’ Former draftee Alan Grant, covering the

combines for ESPN: The Magazine , offers this comparison:

Ever been part of a group of guys checking out women at your local bar? Heads are

on a swivel and eyes bug out as you hear the words: ‘‘Damn, did you see the body
on that one?’’ or ‘‘That one’s young, but she’s got some real potential.’’

It was pretty much the same thing this week in Indy, across the street from the RCA

Dome. The only difference is that the objects of desire aren’t young, nubile lasses
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sporting silicone-enhanced upper bodies*they’re muscular college football players

sporting sub-five second 40s.39

ESPN’s coverage of the 2006 draft opened with a fashion show that featured the

prospects in the role of models parading on a catwalk (a theme revisited and

expanded upon at many commercial breaks). Jon Gruden, speaking on EA Sports’

website for the video game NFL Head Coach , said of the draft: ‘‘It’s weird. You just

take one pretty girl off the board, then you take another pretty girl off the board and

you get to pick the best looking girl that’s left.’’40 ‘‘Now the Patriots have a Woody,’’

ESPN anchor Chris Berman informed viewers after New England selected Boston

College center Damien Woody in 2001 (a move that New York Times writer Michael

Freeman tellingly describes as ‘‘reckless’’).41 Five years later, Berman summarized the

selection of an especially large player with the quip ‘‘Size matters* big time.’’ In his

autobiography, Keyshawn Johnson recalls this encounter with fans at the draft

immediately after he was announced as the number one pick: ‘‘‘Welcome to New

York,’ somebody was screaming as we made our way. ‘Hey Keyshawn, I want to have

your baby,’ yelled another. I looked*it was a dude.’’42

The examples above suggest that the draft is an important site where ‘‘the male

body . . . is a legitimate object of the male gaze.’’43 The erotic gaze of the draft not

only sustains the erotic nature of the NFL but also reinforces power structures related

to white male dominance rooted in various historical and social practices.

Institutionalized desire for the Other has a long history, which demonstrates its

deep implication in various incarnations of white supremacy. In the United States,

that desire often coalesces around the bodies of black men. The positioning of black

men as the target of desire is often a complex power move, one that reaffirms white

supremacy by asserting the cultural power to look, judge, and admire. As bell hooks

puts it, ‘‘there is power in looking.’’44 The next section traces some of the history of

how looking relations in general, and the erotic gaze in particular, have legitimated

white male dominance, while sublimating homoerotic pleasures.

Strangelust, or How White Men Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Body

Scholarly attempts to map the cultural politics of sexual desire have long considered

public female bodies and the power relationships that attend them. Considering the

public images of women, John Berger famously argued that ‘‘Men act and women

appear. . . . Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at.’’45 He

provided a number of examples from the past 300 years of female nudes in Western

art, suggesting that this device offered subjugation of the nude to ‘‘the owner of both

the woman and the painting,’’46 offering the female nude as the representative of a

lifestyle that the viewer might possess. Berger did not see this as a phenomenon that

had run its course, asserting that in contemporary advertising, ‘‘the ideal spectator is

always assumed to be male and the image of the woman is designed to flatter him.’’47

Feminist theorists have since developed the concept of the ‘‘male gaze,’’ which does

not necessarily infer a male spectator, but rather a particular performance on the part
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of the model, which Paul Messaris summarizes as female models treating ‘‘the lens as

a substitute for the eye of an imaginary male onlooker.’’48

While most studies of the politics of looking and desire focused on women and

other dominated groups, recent scholarship in this area has begun to recognize the

increasing prevalence of men positioned as objects of this gaze. This shift has been

mobilized by recent developments in capitalism, so it is therefore no surprise that

critics first directed their attention to advertising. Mort and Nixon explore ‘‘new

man’’ imagery, which presented ‘‘a more sexualized representation of the male body

in ways which drew on the codings traditionally associated with femininity in

consumer culture and, in addition, resisted the assertion of a fixed or true sense of

maleness in its styling of appearance.’’49 Susan Bordo identifies the two most popular

poses for men as ‘‘the rock’’ (the most familiar*a kind of tough guy image) and ‘‘the

leaner’’ (the makeup and mousse pretty boy who assumes the passive ‘‘female’’ end of

Berger’s equation).50 This trend has even appeared in the arena of sport, often among

the most macho of social practices. Miller argues that while

sports continue to be a space of heteronormative, masculinist, and White

power, . . . they are undergoing immense changes, with sex at the center.

Objectification is a fact of sexual practice within capitalism. Excoriating evaluation

of women’s bodies has long been the pivotal node of this process, with the implied

spectator a straight male. Now, slowly, in many cases but rapidly in others, the

process of body commodification through niche targeting has identified men’s

bodies as objects of desire and gay men and straight women as consumers, while

there are signs of targeting lesbian desire.51

Miller documents this shift with examples from a number of sports, including

American football, where recent marketing schemes have been launched to attract a

larger female audience. This is no easy task, as much of professional football’s public

image reflects a violent, aggressive, homo- and femiphobic aesthetic. But football, as

Bordo notes, is also a profoundly ambivalent image industry, one that sends

conflicting messages about masculinity:

Think of the instruction in raw aggression that football provides and how it

encourages the player to think of his body as a fierce, unstoppable force of nature.

Think of how this aggression is rewarded*with scholarships, community

adulation, romantic attention, special attendance deals cut with teachers, admin-

istrative leniency when ‘‘boys will be boys.’’ Now imagine the young quarterback at

a workshop on date rape, held by the counseling center of the same high school

which is encouraging him to be an animal on the football field. At that workshop,

he’s told he must learn that he is not an animal, that his body is not an unstoppable

force of nature, that it yield, in fact, to one little word. Now, which is this young

man supposed to be . . . an animal or a gentleman?52

The ambivalence Bordo notes extends further still. The NFL draft positions men as

objects of desire, but the implied viewer remains the traditional straight male. This

taboo desire is covered by intense homo- and femiphobic discourses and the

discourses of capitalism, while serving to position prospects as the objects of the male
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gaze*a position traditionally occupied by women and one that marks the occupant

as the target of power.

While the study of gender and the politics of looking have been quite important,

some theorists have moved their attention to other power relationships as well.

Gaines, for example, suggests that we consider race as well, ‘‘looking along materialist

lines, considering, for instance, how some groups have historically had the license to

‘look’ openly while other groups have ‘looked’ illicitly.’’53 The license to participate in

objectifying looking practices has an especially complex history where race is

involved. Cultural theorist Ann duCille recognizes a profound ambivalence in the

ways whites have interacted with blacks. This ambivalence has a long history that

extends beyond, and in some cases predates, organized sport*to slavery, law

enforcement, and other disciplinary institutions where white men gaze upon and

control the bodies of blacks. She argues that black men’s bodies are ‘‘feminized’’

through processes that position black men as the objects of desire for white men.

White men’s desire for black women, and the resulting exploitation, likewise has a

long history and is easy to identify. But, duCille argues, ‘‘their erotic desire for Black

men, is well covered up*so much so, in fact, that it often masquerades as both

hyperheterosexuality and rabid racism.’’54

A spate of recent scholarship supports duCille’s thesis. As cited in Roach, W. O.

Blake’s History of Slavery explains that slave auctions made the slave body into

spectacle: ‘‘They were placed on a raised stone, or table, so that everyone might see

and handle them, even if they did not wish to purchase them. Purchasers took care to

have them stripped.’’55 Shimizu describes a cinematic representation of black male

slaves: ‘‘Displayed in the public sphere of the auction block, they are priced and sold

depending on the qualities of their bodies. Slave buyers fondle the chattel to

emphasize their primacy as sexualized bodies.’’56 As Walter Johnson has recently

argued in his history of the slave market, ‘‘as they went about their slave market

business, slaveholders mapped their own forbidden desires onto the slave’s bodies.’’57

Johnson recounts the importance slave traders placed in making the slave body visible

through nakedness. In his words, ‘‘buyers and traders alike used the word ‘stripped’ as

if they had done it themselves* literally unbuttoned their slaves’ clothes and pulled

them off: ‘I stripped the boy and examined him several times.’’’58 Of course, all this

was done under the auspices of inspecting goods, as any good consumer might do.

Nevertheless, Johnson argues that

the careful stories buyers used to explain their actions were revealing denials of

something everybody knew: that for White men, examining slaves, searching out

hidden body parts, running hands over limbs, massaging abdomens and

articulating pelvic joints, probing wounds and scars with fingers, was erotic.59

The erotic black male body has persisted well beyond formal slavery. Robyn

Wiegman notes this fiercely denied interracial homoerotic desire in the practice of

lynching, specifically in the widespread practice of publicly castrating the lynched

man. By thus phallicizing the black male body, this ritual castration
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displays the anxieties and contradictions underlying the ‘‘logic’’ and disciplinary
practices of white supremacy: In reducing the Black male to the body and further to
the penis itself, White masculinity betrays a simultaneous desire for and disavowal
of the Black male’s phallic inscription.60

Wiegman sees this focus on the black penis as significant (she even cites evidence that

lynchers frequently divided the penis among themselves as keepsakes). Through it,

‘‘one encounters a sadistic enactment of the homoerotic at the very moment of its

most extreme disavowal.’’61

‘‘It’s interesting to note,’’ duCille observes, ‘‘how professional sports repeats the

language, though not the economic conditions of slavery: owners, players*
sometimes called properties*buying, selling, trading.’’62 Perhaps not coincidentally,

occasions for stripping and examining dark bodies have been frequent in modern

sport, usually in the name of scientific curiosity. As John Hoberman has extensively

documented, sport has become the locus for all manner of ‘‘scientific’’ investigations

of the black male form. Slow motion replay, while forgoing scientific pretenses, is

nonetheless an innovation deployed ostensibly for the purposes of the popular

analysis of athletic plays.63 In broadcasts of boxing, basketball, and football, the gaze

of this technology lingers most often of black bodies in motion, often accompanied

by narratives celebrating the grace, power, and beauty of their movement. Before

Roone Arledge popularized this technique in sporting broadcasts, it was most

frequently associated with boxing, where, as Johnson and Roediger observe, ‘‘racially

and ethnically typed bodies contested most nakedly and openly.’’64 John Fiske argues

that slow motion as a feature of sports broadcasts serves ‘‘to eroticize power, to

extend the moment of climax.’’65 Fiske characterizes slo-mo as ‘‘the erotic

theatricalization of the athletic body.’’66 Heavyweight boxing has another peculiar

and suggestive ritual. Prior to each championship fight, the boxers are weighed in

their underwear, usually before a large media presence. Weights are carefully recorded

and announced as images of the spectacle circulate widely on television and in

newspapers in spite of the fact that, as David Remnick points out, this custom has no

obvious function*heavyweights can, as the name suggests, fight at any weight they

wish.67 It is not surprising, therefore, that boxer Ken Norton plays the role of Mede,

the sculpted and admired Mandingo slave who fights for the pleasure of whites in the

1975 slave-sex drama Mandingo . Elite football players have even been publicly called

‘‘Mandingos’’ by white coaches, as were the Ohio State players recently (in his public

apology, Marshall University coach Bob Pruett explained that he was ‘‘trying to be

complimentary’’).68

Selling Difference in the Sports Marketplace

The commodification of bodies and the desire that it mobilizes satisfies more than

deeply submerged erotic wants. The process of transforming human beings into

something that can be bought, sold, and possessed can increase the desire for more

conventional types of commodity accumulation. Roach argues that slave auctions

served to do more than provide a forum for the purchase of laborers. Slave markets
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were usually located as part of more conventional bazaars. While this served to

legitimate slaves as commodities, it served another purpose as well:

The less obvious but more enduring strategy was to use the traffic in bodies to

promote the sale of other commodities as well. This technique gave slave spectacles

utility as drawing cards even for customers who ‘did not wish to purchase’ slaves,

but who might be induced to spend their money in any number of any other ways,

their mimetic desire released by the eye-filling scenes of the public flesh market.69

In a similar way, one might suggest that the contemporary flesh market of the NFL

draft motivates desire for the products on display in the virtual marketplace of

commercialized televised sport.

The discourses of the NFL draft mobilize economic and sexual relationships that,

while they would be explosive if made explicit, serve in their usually unacknowledged

mode to promote an ethic of unbridled consumerism. Part of what the draft

accomplishes is to create a space where the bodies of dark men could be looked upon

openly as commodities (with all the sexual pleasure and political power that

accompanies that kind of looking). The draft appeals to its mostly white, male, and

wealthy audience by asserting a vision of hyper-masculinity and positions women as

subordinate and primarily as sexual objects. At the same time, it creates a sadly

familiar white fantasy in which black men are cast as primitives who are identified

primarily with their bodies, while white men take their accustomed place at the top of

the constructed hierarchy. Hypermasculinity is identified through the bodies of black

men, while those same bodies are positioned as the object of the scrutiny and desire

of the power structure, thereby placing them in a position of submission usually

occupied by women. As a ceremony of power, much of the draft may be read as a

black male pageant, judged by the white male gaze. But the symbolic disempower-

ment of the practice extends to other non-whites as well. This process maintains a

familiar dichotomy wherein the hyper-masculine involves only black and white

bodies. There are few ‘‘brown’’ men in the draft. Asians, Latinos, Native Americans,

and men of Middle Eastern descent rarely appear as prospects in this process. These

groups, excluded from the process, are marginalized as ‘‘real men.’’

Of course, this process of racial empowerment is neither entirely consistent nor

complete. I want to stress again that there are white men who are caught up in this

discourse of bodily objectification. As I pointed out earlier, occasionally whites are

even described in terms that mark their bodies as sites of pleasure and desire. But

these are rare cases and do not disrupt the general thrust of the discursive practices

outlined above. Moreover, it would be a mistake to suggest that these discourses serve

only to symbolically disempower black men. Promoting the black body as the

paragon of powerful athletic masculinity relocates physical supremacy in challenging

ways. That mantle was promoted for decades as characteristic of white men. Indeed,

the opportunity to develop and display muscular, athletic-looking male bodies has

been embraced by many performers in hip-hop and rap as signifiers of powerful

masculinity, taken to indicate symbolic dominance of women and other men*even

white men.
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There is nothing new about eroticism and commodification in discourses about

professional football. Both have long been associated with the game, even when it was

practiced mostly by white men. What is remarkable about the draft is not that these

discourses are present at all, but that they are so centralized and deliberate. The draft

represents a new kind of discourse, one that marshals resources that have always been

available in the cultural sphere of football, and presents them in new, much more

focused and strategic ways. Indeed, the draft is a celebration of a way of looking that

has, until recently, been present but disavowed.

The draft, of course, is only a short, if crucial, act in a public drama about

contemporary black masculinity which unfolds in commodified sport. Narratives

which highlight the admiration of and desire for athletic black bodies alternate with

the spectacle of many of those same bodies in pain following injury, which is routine

in the NFL. The average career in the league many joke stands for ‘‘Not For Long’’

lasts four years. Elizabeth Alexander argues that ‘‘black bodies in pain for public

consumption have been an American spectacle for centuries,’’ identifying historical

examples such as lynchings and contemporary ‘‘gladiatorial arenas’’ like boxing and

basketball. White men, she notes, have historically been the ‘‘stagers and consumers’’

of these spectacles.70 The same is true of the eroticized interracial spectacles discussed

earlier in this paper.

In the preceding pages, I have not tried to argue that men who watch the draft are

closested, repressed homosexuals. Instead, I suggest that there exist desires which fall

outside the boundaries acknowledged in polite society. Homoerotic desire is not

exclusive of heterosexuals (nor, for that matter, is heterosexual desire exclusive of

homosexuals). Indeed, transgressive desire is big business in the image trade that

characterizes late capitalism. This fact, however, does not necessarily indicate a

progressive development. Institutionalized white desire for the dark-skinned Other

may have a long history, but in recent times it has come to a special prominence. The

popularity of the NFL draft may be explained, in part, by this kind of pleasure. As bell

hooks reminds us, these pleasures are not limited to the draft, nor are they innocent.

They carry with them assertions of power that dictate who can be looked upon, who

can consume, and who can be consumed in the process. hooks notes of the black

male form that ‘‘it was this Black body that was most ‘desired’ for its labor in slavery,

and it is this body that is most represented in contemporary popular culture as the

body to be watched, imitated, desired, possessed.’’71 She adds that we should

acknowledge ‘‘ways the desire for pleasure, and that includes erotic longings, informs

our politics, our understanding of difference.’’72

In the NFL draft, this institutionalized desire works in concert with other

technologies of power which position black men as subjects open to power’s

inspection. White domination, Nakayama and Krizek argue, ‘‘operates strategically’’

in ‘‘complex, relationally-situated ways.’’ It is a form of domination that relies on a

‘‘functional invisibility’’ in order to recognize oppression without an oppressive

class.73 This reluctance to openly identify a ruling class may explain why in draft

coverage team presidents, general managers, and head coaches receive so little

attention, while the athletes who may be drafted receive so much. Rather than seeing
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team authorities as objectified commodities, or as football’s ruling class, draft

discourses almost always tell the story through the eyes of this powerful group,

inviting readers, viewers, and listeners, to imagine what it would be like to be in their

shoes. In an age when blacks are perceived as athletically dominant, especially in

macho team sports like football and basketball, the draft, and the looking it enables,

serves to reassert the white male power structure by positioning increasingly non-

white athletic bodies as commodities, and encouraging fans to imagine themselves as

potential possessors of these bodies. As commodities, draftees are ideally positioned

to be judged, controlled, directed and admired, even in erotic ways.
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